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Hello All,

so I did get to a few more car gatherings in Sept. and
some additional drives in October. I hope you were
able to get out somewhat also.
You should have received your 2021 calendars by
now. If not please reach out to us and we can look
into it for you. Hilary McRoberts, wife of Dale
McRoberts whom many of you know kindly stepped
up to take on this momentous task this year and I
must say she did an EXCELLENT job with it. The quality is superb! Many Thanks to Hilary. Hilary and her

Please welcome the following new members to
the club:
Andrew and Judy MacLean of Port Coquitlam
who own a green 1980 TR8,
Douglas Bower of North Vancouver who owns a
1976 Pimento Red TR6
Roy Campbell of Vancouver, no vehicle details.
Greg Allen of Maple Ridge who owns a yellow
1973 TR6

(Continued on page 3)
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President’s Message
agreed that the proposed schedule is fine at this
point. When we do get back to meetings, the viability
family are the owners of Carry On British Parts in Al- of continuing to host an ATDI for such a small club as
dergrove. I have purchased through them . Their ser- ours (as one exec member brought up) will be given
vice is great. As they are considered an essential ser- more thought and discussion.
vice they are able to go across the border to pick up
So with not much further to add I’d like to
(Continued from page 2)

parts which they do so on a regular basis. If you are
getting parts from any of the US suppliers or even
Rimmers you can order through them and perhaps
save on shipping cost. They can even get you tires as
they are set up with Discount Tire Direct.
Future ATDIs:
With the current status of Covid-19, especially in
the US, the TYEE and Portland clubs have put forth
that neither will host an ATDI in 2021 and therefore
requested Tyee could do 2022 and Portland do 2023
with BCTR to follow in 2024. The executive has

Thanks to Lee Cunningham for
this gem.
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Wish You All A Very Merry
Christmas And A Happy Car
Driving New Year
Charlie Dooley BCTR
President
Sincerely,

Bus./Cell. 604-240-0133

Email: cdooley@telus.net
Website: www.charlesdooley.ca

This would never happen in a
Triumph
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Donald Healey’s Triumph Dolomite
The September newsletter included an article
about the Supercharged Straight 8 Triumph Dolomite. Many at the time had suggested that Donald
Healey had simply copied the design from the 2.3
litre Alfa Romeo 8C, supposedly one the the finest
sports cars of its day. In this article taken from a

diately a very tight
budget to build
such a car in the
least possible time.
That budget would
not have been

1972 Motorsport magazine Donald Healey addresses
that issue and talks about the car`s development.
Images are taken from various sources on the internet. Ed.

enough to develop
a scooter, today! To
design and develop
an engine of this
type, with our limDonald Healey
ited knowledge of
such a machine, would be a big undertaking, although we made the best motorcycle engine of the
day, and had developed a completely new range of

In 1934, after the great success of the Triumph
cars in the Alpine Trial, Sir Claude Holbrook, Chairman of the Triumph Company, Tommy Wisdom and
myself were deploring the lack of a good British
sports car able to compete with the Continental cars
of that date. Tommy was then one of our top sportscar drivers at Brooklands and in rallies and the Alpine Trial. He suggested that we built a car similar to
the then-most-successful racing car, the 2.3-litre Alfa Romeo. Sir Claude agreed and I was given imme-

engines for the current Triumph cars.
Our production engines had to be designed and
produced to normal time-schedules, but this new
job had to be done quickly, and as economically as
possible. I decided to get an Alfa Romeo and make a
design-study of the engine, and to keep as close to
its design as possible.
I have been accused or being a
copyist, but it is the general practice of all car producers to carefully study competitors’ products.
One of the most famous cars in
the world had its present engine
developed from a well-known
American engine and was originally a very close copy. [Which
one does he mean, I wonder ?! —
Ed.]
(Continued on page 5)
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Donald Healey’s Triumph Dolomite (cont.)

So I purchased an Alfa Romeo racing car, being
lucky enough to be able to buy the 2.3-litre so successfully raced by Lord Essendon, then the Hon. Brian Lewis. I also visited Italy and discussed our inten-

Coventry. With much overtime working and a lot of
enthusiasm we had an engine running in under six
months. It was made completely by “knife and fork”
methods; even the Roots blower rotors were hand-

tions with Alfa’s Chief Engineer, the famous Signor
Jano. Alfa Romeo were very pleased and honoured
that a Company as famous as Triumph had decided
to follow their design—we even discussed the possibility of calling the car a Triumph-Alfa. They were
very interested in our up-to-date range of motorcycles and considered the possibility of making one of
them in Italy. Signor Jano was very helpful. But we

contoured. To our delight the engine gave over 120
b.h.p, without any tuning; this was later improved to
140 b.h.p. The beautiful block and head castings
were made by High Duty Alloys but we made every
other part ourselves, I had a discussion with Mr. Robotham, the Chief Engineer of Rolls-Royce, on the
new bearing metal just discovered, lead-bronze, but
unfortunately our crankshaft was not hard enough

decided not to join up the names in any way.
I was fortunate in that we had a first-class engine
drawing office and probably the best tool-room in

and we badly scored and ruined the two halves of
the crankshaft, probably representing 500 hours of
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(Continued on page 6)
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Donald Healey’s Triumph Dolomite (cont.)
(Continued from page 5)

skilled craftsmen’s work. So we changed back to
white-metal-lined shells and had no further trouble.
A retrograde step probably, as the bearings were
very narrow and theoretically very overloaded; if we
had had time to further develop the crankshaft for
lead-bronze bearings we could have raised the
b.m.e.p. considerably. But we could not afford to be
pioneers.
The chassis presented no difficulties. A normal
gearbox could not be found to cope with the power
we had—but Siddeley had done a lot of work on developing a racing epicyclic pre-selector box for ERA. I
decided to use this and never experienced any kind

increase the neutral damping and these, coupled
with Hartford dampers, gave an excellent hard ride,
as was then thought desirable on a fast car. Later I
learnt, during four days and nights on a Monte Carlo
Rally, how hard they really were! We had a bit of

of trouble. Alfa Romeo were then using aluminium
brake drums of very large diameter and very narrow
shoes and, against the recommendation or Gordon
Parnell of Lockheed’s, I had them made. Parnell had
pointed out that the rubbing speed was far too high
for the linings then available and they were never a
success. Later
on we changed

trouble with frothing of the oil in the pretty ribbed
tank fitted between the front dumb-irons and for
road and rally use reverted to a wet sump. The
Roots blower was the same size as that on the 2.3
Alfa so we had a little more boost on our smaller 2litre engine. Beyond the noise, this never gave any
trouble with the SU carburettor used.
The Dolomite’s body was quite original. It was

6

to normal-size
brakes in castiron drums,
which proved
as good as
could be got in
those days. We
used springs

styled by the stylist of all the Triumph cars, Walter
Belgrave, was made entirely in our coachwork factory, and was considered by experts to be very beautiful.
On the road the car did all we expected. The
testing was all done by Jack Ridley and myself. Tommy was the first racing driver to try it and his writeup described the car as excellent in every respect.

with an extra
large number
of leaves to

We did a lot of testing at Brooklands but never
achieved the lap speed of 120 m.p.h. which we
hoped for—still, it got very close to this and, consid-
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Donald Healey’s Triumph Dolomite (cont.)
During my time with the Triumph Co. I
knew a very enthusiastic schoolboy at
Eton, who wished to become a racing
driver. I built him a special six-cylinder
Triumph Southern Cross for the Alpine
Trial, in which he did very well. He was
the later-to-become famous Tony Rolt
who, with Duncan Hamilton, won Le
Mans in a Jaguar and finished so well up
in a Nash-Healey. The remaining Dolo-

ering a rather wide touring body, we were quite
pleased. One incident during testing—when doing
something over 100 m.p.h. on the London road the
car and I were spotted by a PC and reported to Coventry Police for dangerous driving. Fortunately my
passenger was the Hon. Cyril Siddeley, the then-Lord
Lieut. of Warwickshire, and his word refuted the
dangerous driving charge. . . .
Having a car with a such superior performance I
thought, here was a chance to repeat my Monte Carlo Rally win of 1931. Starting from Umea in Northern

mite and bits enough to build another
engine were sold to him in about 1936. I
do not remember what became of them; I had lost
interest.
People have made rude remarks about my copy of
the Alfa Romeo and have suggested that Alfa threatened Triumph with legal action. etc.—I can categorically deny this; actually they were extremely helpful,
as I previously have mentioned.

Sweden in the 1935 Rally, I demolished the front end
of car No. 1 in a collision with a train. From the remains of this built a car for the next Monte Carlo Rally but this time I ran without the blower and managed to finish eighth.
During that year the Triumph Company got into
financial difficulties. The motorcycle business was
sold and the Dolomite programme was cancelled
completely and the name used on a production car
we were introducing. [I remember road-testing the
latter for Motor Sport at the time. Ed.]
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Bob Norquay’s Stag Restoration
In the June 2018 newsletter we saw the start of
Bob’s Stag restoration. Three photos from that article are shown here. He now has it finished (nearly)
and on the road. Here are some pictures and Bob’s
thoughts on the project.

The car had very good
bodywork when Bob got
it, very little no rust. Unfortunately, the engine
was not in such good
shape. He got the engine
to run after a lot of fiddling and converting the
ignition to Pertronix but it
still had serious issues and
so he had to remove it and
send it out for a rebuild.
Most of the rebuild was
done by Norm Wilson at Fortins Auto and Machine
Shop in Chilliwack where they bored the engine to
40 thousand over, installed new pistons and new 20
thousand over bearings on the crank. Bob was very
happy with the work they did and says he would not
hesitate to use them again.
The previous owner had, replaced the brake lines
with metal braided and the shoes were good, unfortunately everything else had to be rebuilt including

8
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Bob Norquay’s Stag Restoration (cont.)

the master cylinder. The shocks had been replaced.
The wheels needed a good cleaning, two of them
needed straightening and two required some spokes
to be replaced. New tires were fitted all around after
the main restoration work. The previous owner
halso rebuilt the power steering but it was leaking so
Bob has to rebuild that as well.
Bob replaced the complete exhaust with a stainless steel one that he took off a doner car. He also
picked up an original spoke wheel from that same

car to use as a spare.

(Continued on page 10)
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Bob Norquay’s Stag Restoration (cont.)
The body stripping and prepping was done by Bob
himself, under the supervision of Steve Sillett of Panelcraft. The final finish and painting was done by Steve.

He recarpeted the interior but the seats are still in
need of reconditioning. “They look okay, but the
foam is shot, and the diaphragms need to be replaced. On the to do list.”
Bob has had it running for about 2500 km so far
and has it plated as collector with Hagerty optional

Bob did an excellent job of refinishing the dash
himself and chose an exotic Tigerwood veneer. “It
went on pretty easily,” he said, “just very fiddly.”

insurance. “I still have a few issues to sort out, but it
will get there,” he says. “I had planned on getting it
to the VanDusen show this year before it was can-

(Continued from page 9)
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Bob Norquay’s Stag Restoration (cont.)

celled. Hopefully next year. This is what it looks like
today. It was a long journey to get here. “

Bob Norquay
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2020 London to Brighton Commemorative Run
Many thanks to Brian Thomlinson for this write
-up of the 2020 London Brighton run and many
thanks as well to Club President Charlie Dooley
for rounding up most of the photos, which were
remarkably scarce.
New club member and long time friend Andy
Mclean called and asked me if I would navigate
for the 2020 OECC London to Brighton Commemorative run. Of course I accepted, because it’s not
every day that you get to ride shotgun in a recent
purchase Poseidon Green TR8.
We arrived at Delta Air Park on Nov 1st at 8:45ish
and were the first entrant, possibly a resultant road
closure from a large greenhouse fire nearby which

The Day was sunny slightly cool with top down but
soon warmed nicely and we drove East on 10 to
Scott Road then south to Station road and Colebrook

blocked north side access roads.
At the start we saw, a late Bentley, 1 Early & 1 late
Plus 8 Morgan, 2 Rover TC’s, MG TDs, F Type Jag (of
Vito Doniatiello), various MGA’s, MGB’s, a Rover 10,
Morgan 4/4, a Jensen, a Magnette and a Marina.
That was the Early group out for 9:00 and the second group was out at 10:00, so we didn’t see many
of them.

road eventually down 168 St to 32 Ave. The route
lead us to 192nd onto 16 Ave and past Campbell Valley Park – What a great countryside drive! After the
park we went right at Township 7 winery leading
around some very scenic roads of South Langley
along 0 Ave and back North on 224th to 16th Ave and
a turn back Westward. A Few more kilometres and
turns had us going North on 168th where our drive

Covid protocols limiting head count
meant that they asked people to move
out on time, so we became the first
cars out. We were joined by Keith
Sparkes and Princess (His Beagle Navigator) in the black TR6 as well as Dave
Eddleston in his red TR6 . As we headed south onto Highway 10, I believe
we saw Barry Puffer & Ken Nicoll
about to join the fray in the distance
for the late departure.
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2020 London to Brighton Commemorative Run (cont.)

hosts mentioned that you could leave the route or go
back to the Start and we drove back to the start in
hopes of seeing some other participants cars.
It seems as no one or few came back to the Start
but we were told some 47 Cars had entered which is
a great turnout for a BRITCAR drive. The drive was
well planned and executed with a fine day from the
weather man on a perfect fall country red, yellow
and gold decorated route
We then headed off for a nice lunch on our own.
Cheers to OECC and those of us from BCTR really
enjoyed your event.
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Thanks
Brian Thomlinson
Opp page top: Charlie Dooley’s TR8
Bottom: Andy McLean’s TR8
This page top left: Riley
Top right: Mini
Bottom left: Vauxhall, Riley
Bottom right: MGB
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2020 London to Brighton Commemorative Run (cont.)

Above: Charlie’s TR8,
Above Right: Bill Frost Rover
P4 and Bill Grant’s Morris
Minor on the ferry on the
way to the event
Right: Healey 3000
Below: Vauxhall, Riley with
Mini behind
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DIY LED Tail Lights
If you don’t have enough angst in your life from operating and maintaining your Triumph and, like me,
enjoy tinkering with electronic circuits, you might
want to contemplate something like this for a winter
project. It should be adaptable to a lot of models.
The article was found on-line and appears to be from
a 2017 TR Register newsletter. Ed

existing lights. Just a small clip holds the circuit board
in place. The heat sink sits behind the reflector.
The circuit is very simple and uses two 9-volt DC
power supply chips, being fed from the tail and brake
light feeds. The power supply (LM7809) provides a stable 9 volts. Each chain of LEDs is fed via a diode (D1,

D2, and D3) to provide the correct voltage for the LEDs
and to prevent the tail light lighting all the
LEDs (D2). Referring to the diagram, the 9
volts is distributed between the components,
which causes the LEDs to illuminate at maximum brightness and draws 40mA in current. If
required the tail light brightness may be reduced by fitting a resistor between the 9-volt

Mark Radford – TR6 Rear Brake / Tail light conver-

regulator and D3. Because there are no alterations to

sion to LED matrix. Having spent many hours / days

the light clusters, I can replace the unit with the origi-

on motorways looking at red taillights, I decided it was

nal lamps if they fail. It would require the removal of

time to upgrade the dim TR6 lamps with LED replace-

the cluster, which is relatively simple. The cost was £12

ments. During these boring hours it became apparent

for both sides and it took about 2 hours to build and

that every vehicle uses LEDs to form a pattern. So a

install per side. Disclaimer… I am not an electronics

plan was hatched to create a matrix of LEDs in the rear

designer, so the circuit might break every rule in the

red lens, then the options would be unlimited to create

book, but it works .

a signature pattern. The result was a 44 LED matrix,
which could be wired
to create a square for
the taillight and all
44 powered up for
the brake light. Other
options are possible.
The LED matrix and
heat sink fits into the
red rear lens and
does not require any
alterations to the
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Dan Brien’s 2020 Fraser Valley Roundup
Hello Everyone, on behalf of myself, Brian & Jon – here is a 2020 re-cap of local events with other clubs & locations

** A&W – Mission, BC with Jimmy & Gang enjoying a relaxing distancing talk with music **

** Cars-N-Coffee – Langley & Pt. Coquitlam, BC Distancing Events **

16
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Dan Brien’s 2020 Fraser Valley Roundup (cont.)
** Mothers’s Day Run – Chilliwack Area, BC Distancing Driving Event / FVBMC **

** Father’s Day Run – Abbotsford, BC Distancing Driving Event / Care Homes **

** KMS Tools – Abbotsford, BC Distancing Charity BBQ Events & Hot Rods **
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Dan Brien’s 2020 Fraser Valley Roundup (cont.)

** Coffee Meet @ Hougen Park – Abbotsford, BC - Distancing Java Gang **

18
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Dan Brien’s 2020 Fraser Valley Roundup (cont.)
** FVBMC COVID Picnic @ Cultas Lake, BC – Distancing Car Show **

** Around the Hub in Abbotsford, BC – Distancing Driving – Dan & Jerry **

BC Triumph Registry Quarterly Publication
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Dan Brien’s 2020 Fraser Valley Roundup (cont.)
** Thunder Kings in Abbotsford, BC – Distancing with the gang **

** FVBMC Manning Park Run, BC – Distancing Driving **

(Continued on page 23)
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TR250 Win at 2018 Trans-America Challenge
Taken
from Yahoo
Finance
June 2018

A Triumph TR250 run by Yorkshire-based David
and Jo Roberts has won the venerable Trans-America
Challenge. The diminutive British car took on 34 other teams during the 22-day, 9360km challenge from
Charleston, North Carolina to Seattle, Washington.
The Roberts’ are decorated rally heroes whom
have competed in a stunning array of endurance
events over the past decade, from the Peking to Paris
to the Classic Safari. They’ve also enjoyed every Trans
-America Challenge since the event’s inauguration.
They have crossed the finish line of each event with
pride, but marginally missed out on the winner’s
spotlight – until now.
During his Trans-America Challenge victory speech,
David Roberts reflected on his wisdom acquired over
the past decade, and thanked his wife for her team
spirit over the prior three weeks in particular. In addition, he made sure to honour a line-up of Porsches
and Datsuns that failed to make the starting grid, as
well as recounted the number of discretionary
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awards the couple picked up along their incredible
adventure across the United States. Rally director
Fred Gallagher said: ‘Our crews have embraced all
weathers and terrains over the past three weeks as
we have journeyed through around a dozen states
and enjoyed fabulous tests and competition throughout.’
Following in the Roberts’ footsteps were a couple
of equally unlikely contenders, including Mike and
Lorna Harrison’s 1963 Volvo PV544, which finished
second overall. Mike Harrison commented on the
stunning variety of scenery on offer along the route,
and said the pair cherished every moment of the
competition.
Third place was taken by Jim Gately and Tony
Brooks in their 1937 Cadillac convertible – a car that
also secured the Vintageant class win. Gately and
Brooks’ placement on the podium was particularly
exceptional, considering the field of newer cars in the
competition.
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An Unexpected Bonus Run
who was camping nearby and had cycled to
the area on their electric bicycles.
The spot was so picturesque – like a post card
from Beautiful BC; flat water, a secluded
beach and a protected bay with a small island.
With much distance between us, plenty of picnic tables, we unpacked our picnic lunches.
Some even brought picnic baskets.
Greg Winterbottom brought a thermometer
and tested the lake water for a possible swim.
He convinced Dale McRoberts it was warm

In October a small group of us ‘Triumph lovers’ had an impromptu run to north of Harrison
Hot Springs.
We met in Mission and headed out along hwy.
7. The weather was sunny and warm. Our final
destination was Green Point Day Area. Lucky for
us we had the picnic table to ourselves.
Joanne was heading down to the beach when
she heard someone calling her. To her surprise it
was an acquaintance she plays Pickleball with

enough for a dip in the lake. That’s all Dale needed
to strip down to his shorts and head to the water.
The water was quite shallow, and Dale went in almost past his ankles. He then bravely laid in the water to the delight of the group.
There were beech trees that produced an abundance of chestnuts. Many of the gals collected them
for their grandkids back home.

22
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An Unexpected Bonus Run (cont.)

Joanne & Ken Nicoll
1975 TR6

The unexpected run and picnic were enjoyed by
all.
It’s a shame that this COVID virus is interfering
with our club’s outings this year.

Dan Brien’s 2020 Fraser Valley Roundup (cont.)
(Continued from page 20)

Thank You Everyone – Dan Brien - 2020

BC Triumph Registry Quarterly Publication
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‘71 Spitfire EV Conversion
The following was copied from a September
2019 Dalhousie University Newsletter.

the 'fun to drive' factor provided by a manual
transmission.”
But for Dr. Pearre, the car was perfect.
After hunting for a classic to convert
from gasoline into an electric-powered
vehicle, the Spitfire was a keeper.
“I was specifically looking for something
with engine or transmission issues, but a
solid body and frame. I was also hesitant
to convert something with a lot of his-

It was high fives all around after Dalhousie research engineer Nathaniel Pearre and mechanical
engineering student Mitch Gregory converted a
1971 Triumph Spitfire into a modern-day electric car.
The pair have been working on the project
for several months.
Dr. Pearre purchased the Spitfire on Kijiji last
year, making the long drive to Woodstock, New
Brunswick to pick up the small gray British twoseater sports car.
“When I bought it, it was running, but just
barely,” says Dr. Pearre, who works with Dalhousie’s Renewable Energy Storage Laboratory.
The car was in desperate need of a thorough
tune-up, a new exhaust system, a balanced drive
shaft, and a lot of in-depth work.
“The previous owner had done an engine and
transmission swap, scuttling much of the original
value the car may have had, as well as much of

24

torical or market value,” he says. “A
Spitfire nicely combines classic British
'60s - '70s swoopy good looks, with
ready availability and less concern about
being a steward of an historical artifact. The automatic transmission in particular made it a great
candidate for this electric conversion project.”

Going Electric
After extensive discussions with Lukas Swan,
Director of the Renewable Energy Storage Lab,
and associate professor in the Faculty of Engineering, on how to tackle the project, Pearre began
the process of converting his vintage purchase
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‘71 Spitfire EV Conversion (cont.)
into a modern day gem.
“I had the ‘Spit’ in my garage for nine
months, slowly taking out all 'the oily
bits'”, he says. “We got as far as starting
to think about motor and battery layout
before moving the vehicle to Dal.”
Accessing resources within the Faculty
of Engineering’s new Heavy Prototype
Lab in the Emera IDEA Building, and hiring third-year undergraduate student
Mitch Gregory to assist with the project,
Dr. Pearre says he was able to complete
most of the fabrication and installation required in
the conversion of the vehicle.
As part of the project, the car engine, transmission, gas tank and exhaust were all removed. In
their place, custom aluminum battery boxes housing 37 kWh of high voltage lithium iron phosphate
batteries were installed. The battery packs were
then connected to a 125 kW drive motor to give
the vehicle outstanding modern acceleration.
“Having access to the Heavy Prototype Lab was

a godsend,” says Dr. Pearre, who required the use
of large equipment within the lab and support
from technicians Albert Murphy and Graham
Muirhead, to machine, shape and weld two separate and complicated battery boxes in the front
and rear of the vehicle.
“The biggest thing was shoehorning enough
batteries into a very small car. Because of our motor and battery selection we needed a rather preposterous volume of batteries,” he says. “Fitting
them all in while keeping weight distribution in mind occupied a significant amount
of the project timeline.”
“We've upgraded the suspension to deal
with the added weight and we'll probably
upgrade the brakes, though regenerative
braking will take much of the work of slowing the car. We’ve also made some modifications of the firewall in front of the dashboard to fit the motor controller, and the
floor of the trunk to fit one of the battery
boxes.”
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‘71 Spitfire EV Conversion (cont.)
Although a few other tweaks and changes were
also made, Dr. Pearre says almost everything
within the Spitfire is still in its original state except
the drive train.
“Body, frame, what's left of the
interior, and all the running gear,

stopped in to view and chat with Dr. Pearre and
Gregory about the vehicle.
“Our hope is to spur interest in electric vehicles
in general, but in particular inspire excitement

other than upgraded suspension,
are stock. It's a ‘rudimentary’ car.
Just seats, a battery, a motor, lights
and wheels. Just you and the
road.”
Driving Forward
And he hopes to soon hit the
road in his new electric vehicle.
The Spitfire, which is expected to
have a range of 200 km, will be
cruising around the streets of Halifax at this time
next year. But for now, there are a few more minor adjustments to make.
“We are a few days of work away from finishing
the wiring, at which point we have to get all the
pieces of onboard equipment to talk to each other
correctly and then it should roll,” says Pearre. “It's
hard to imagine a project like this ever being really Done with a capital D.”
Dr. Pearre says he hopes the Spitfire will serve
as a showcase for the mechanical engineering department and he plans to display the vehicle at
various events around the region. His first was
September 21 at the Electric Avenue event hosted

about the groups and projects within Dalhousie
that involve or develop electric drive technology,”
says Dr. Pearre. “Gregory is currently planning the
development of an electric vehicle racing team for
Dalhousie, most likely under the Formula SAE –
Electric program.”
Dr. Pearre says he’s driven many different types
of cars in the past, but he’s never been in a convertible electric vehicle.
“But the idea of winging along with only the
wind noise, the sound of the tires on the road,
and the sounds of the world around you is incredibly compelling.”

by Clean NS with support from Nova Scotia Power.
Approximately 150 members of the public
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Changing Front Springs, Shocks & Bushings TR250
First of all, you need to plan on having as they say,
“All the Bits you need on hand”, as well as any Special Tools required to do the Job. The other thing is
that it’s very helpful to have an additional set of experienced helping hands with you. Today, I have the
unflappable Mr. Bryan Wicks, wrench man and mul-

pressor and raised into place. The Spring Compressor was carefully wound together and a bit of fidgety
farting about was used to keep the Spring Pan in
place while trying to get the retaining nuts and bolts
started . Once the six fasteners had the Pan fastened
to the A Arms, the job was done.

tiple car guru.
Today’s task is to change out the front coil springs
for shorter ones as my TR has always been too high
at the front and there has also been some shock ab-

Now for the Drivers Side ! Essentially it was the
same process, albeit a tighter close fit getting the
Spring Pan located back on the A Arms. We eventually accomplished the job using the age old tool

sorber wear, so those will also be changed. While
we’re at it, the rod ends and main mount rubbers of
Sway Bar will get changed too.
I had begun by removing the front bumper, both
horns and front bumper brackets for easier access to

“Proficiency With Profanity” ! Yes , It was Me using
that tool most often – I learned as a young lad from
my brother as I helped him work on his Austin Healey.
So, once down on the ground , I drove the car 10-

the lower spring pans. We had to first do some
thread repairs to the ready rod on the Spring compressor, the Only Special Tool of today’s episode.
The shocks were removed previously.
Beginning on the Right side, we threaded the
Spring Compressor up thru the coil spring and
threaded the top nut till it held centre on the spring
pocket. Then the bottom nut with plate was tight-

15 blocks to get the new Springs to seat in the Spring
Tower and Pan. The car now runs about 1 ½ “ lower
and should centre the Shock Absorbers much better.
The car feels tighter and quieter already.
Now – on to the next maintenance job- You know
there is always something!

Brian Thomlinson

ened till we started spring compression. We turned
the nut till the coil spring was compacted roughly 22 1/2”. This allowed us to undo the six Spring Pan
nuts and carefully remove the Spring Pan and coil
Spring. All Reusable parts were cleaned and inspected for reinstallation. The new Springs are about an
inch shorter while freestanding uncompressed out
of the car.
New Poly Spring Packers were fitted Top and
Bottom and the Spring Pan, New Spring with Poly
Packings were held loosely together with the com-
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TR5 Wheel Alignment
I’ve had my TR5 on the road for over a year now

was 0 deg +/- 0.5 deg at the front and 1 deg negative

but haven’t driven it a lot as there have been one of

+/- 0.5 deg at the rear. (Some references give

two fairly significant jobs to do. One of those jobs

slightly different figures but these are the one I

was the alignment of the wheels. The car steered

used.) My car always appeared to have a positive

and handled ok at city speeds so I didn’t feel it was

camber at the rear as it sat in the garage but the

an urgent issue. I had planned initially to take the

specs called for the car to be loaded with 150lbs in

car to a specialist shop to have it done but then I re-

each front seat for the measurement. So, I hijacked

called that Jerry Goulet had mentioned to me some

my son for a few hours and put him in the driver’s

time ago that he had done his own wheel alignment

seat and with the aid of a few concrete blocks on the

and it was relatively easy. I decided to do some re-

passenger side made up the weight. To my surprise

search on the internet to see if there was any useful

the car sat down just enough to put a small negative

information there and to my surprise I did find help-

camber on the wheels front and back. Even more

ful information on few sites.

surprising when I took the measurements and ran

I started out with the wheel camber which is

through the calculations they were all within specifi-

probably the most straightforward parameter to
measure. I decide to use the inner flat surface on
the wheel rim as a reference location and checked
the run out on all four wheels which turned out to

be pretty good and close enough for this purpose.
After this I ran the car round the block to make sure
it was “sitting down” on the suspension correctly.
The garage floor was reasonably level and seemed
good enough to proceed with taking measurements.
To simplify the measurement, I assembled a piece of
aluminum angle with some spacers that could be

carefully zip tied to the wheel to give a good reference line.
The specification for the wheel camber on the TR5
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TR5 Wheel Alignment (cont.)
changing the brackets for the rear trailing arms
(probably to an adjustable type that Good Parts
makes) and in the case of the front, adjusting the
shims for the lower wishbones.
With new enthusiasm after my success with the
camber, I decided to tackle the toe in on the wheels.
I found a video on YouTube that dealt with the subject in a fairly general way that could be used on the

String lines set up to measure toe in

cation. I attribute this luck to the fact that when I
rebuilt the car I had a new, strong, Ratco chassis so it
was straight and to spec. At the rear, the trailing
arm brackets were set as per the factory, 1 notch up
inside and 2 notches up outside. On the front suspension I had taken a WAG for the shim placement
and this time it had actually come out correct. Had I

not been so lucky I would have been faced with

TR. (The video can be found at youtube.com/watch?
v=awOMTYDptfk.) Basically, the process involved
setting up parallel string lines on either side of the
car and using these as reference lines. I was thinking
of using laser pointers instead of string lines but
after a few attempts I decided the idea increased the
complexity well beyond any useful increase in accu-

racy. So back to the string lines and the setup I came
up with can be seen in the photo. The string line on
(Continued on page 30)
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TR5 Wheel Alignment (cont.)
(Continued from page 29)

the driver’s side is at wheel hub height, the passenger side one needed to be lowered to hub height
before taking measurements. The front wheels
were placed on two pieces of cardboard to make
them turn easier. I read later that someone had recommended two pieces of Masonite with the shiny
sides together which I think would have been even
better. I used the angle bracket that I had used for
the camber measurement to help measure the toe
angle.
The specifications called for a toe in of 1/16th inch
on the front and rear wheels. Again, I was very lucky

Front wheel hub assembly showing measurements to vertical line to calculate castor angle (lower trunnion hidden by
brake disc)

with the rear wheels as I had used the same shim
placement on the trailing arm brackets as when the

ured nearly ½ inch on each wheel. Fortunately this

car was disassembled and it turned out to be spot

is (in theory) one of the easier adjustments to make.

on. The front wheels were not so close and meas-

The gaiter clip on the tie rod boot needs to be loosened and the lock nut at the outer tie rod end also

loosened, the adjustment can be made by rotating
the tie rod. Unfortunately, my new gaiters had
glued themselves to the tie rods and fought like
heck to stay attached. It took quite a lot of careful
poking and prodding (so as not to tear the gaiter)
to get it to let go. Once that was done it was relatively simple to adjust the tie rods and when the

correct toe in was achieved, tighten the gaiter clip
and the lock nut.
Driver’s side tie rod showing gaiter clip and lock nut
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Although castor angle is not designed to be ad-
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TR5 Wheel Alignment (cont.)
justed, I thought I would check it while I was working
on that part of the car. After taking off the front
wheel and blocking the chassis level, I set up a vertical reference line using a level and measured from
the centre of the top of the upped ball joint to the

refence line and similarly at lower end of the trunnion. The measurements indicated a castor angle of
a fraction over 3 deg which was within the specified
2.75 deg +/- 0.5 deg.
All in all, I was very lucky with the wheel alignment check. The only measurement I had any issue
with was relatively simple to fix. I am confident now
that the car is safe to drive and within specification.
I may at some later stage get these measurements
professionally checked after the car has a few more
miles on it but I am not in any hurry to do so now.

Courtesy of Ken Martin
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From the Editors
Bryan here, well we can thank Jonathan and a
few contributors for this newsletter. Great work
Jonathan. I normally have more to say and do for
the newsletter but with the Covid restrictions in
place I am garage (home) bound, not able to travel
and experience the hobby I so enjoy. I am trying to
maintain the guidelines and stay alive. I continue
to work towards completing my Lancia Aurelia B-22
and with a bit of push it will be done “soon”. I do
have some TR3 work to be completed and I may be
able to report this progress in the new year.
I belong to quite a few car clubs and everyone is
in the same boat, virtually no drives, no meetings,
and if the club does provide a newsletter, which is
becoming scarcer and scarcer these days the newsletters are shrinking in size.
A number of the clubs are using monthly and in
some cases weekly Zoom type meetings to try to
keep the membership interested and connected.
This works for some but not everyone.
You will note the majority of events listed in this
newsletter are from well out in the valley be they
small gatherings or relatively small drives. This is
understandable because if groups of cars were
seen to be parading about in the city areas I am
sure it would be criticized and reported perhaps to
even the press. No one would welcome negative
press for our hobby or club. The Americans too are
generally staying close to home. You would think
the New Zealand clubs could be active since they
have virtually no Covid but they too seem to have
smaller than normal attendance on drives and cancelled car shows. So that is our lot for the meantime.
Jonathan and I hope you enjoy this newsletter,
have a great Christmas, stay safe and have a wonderful 2021.

Memberships
Memberships
Membership dues are $40.00 per year and are due
by December 31st.
Family Memberships
Family memberships are $50 for households that
have two continuously active members. The second
member is entitled to vote at all regular BCTR
meetings.
For membership renewals, contact: BCTR Registrar Ken Nicoll kdntr6@gmail.com

Monthly Meetings
BC Triumph Registry Monthly Meetings are normally
held the second Wednesday of the month at the
Cloverdale Fairgrounds, 6188 -176 Street, Surrey
starting at 7:30 pm sharp.
Since the start of restrictions on gatherings and the
temporary closure of the meeting place, club
meetings have been suspended. Please check the
club website frequently for any update on this situation.

Bryan Wicks TR3 & TR6
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Regalia
All items available with BCTR Club or standard Triumph logo. Order from Ellen by email: kesparks@shaw.ca
Aerial Flags

Embroidered Cloth Crests
2 inch diameter
$10

$5

United We Drive Pins 1 3/8” x 3/8”

$3

Long Sleeve Henley
Pocket, tagless back
neck, logo horn
buttons, taped neck
and shoulder seams.

Black or olive $42

Men’s Melton Wool Jacket
Leather sleeves and stand-up collar, rib-knot cuffs
and waist band, snap front closures, full Taffeta lining, inside pocket, with logo. Sizes S—5X
$175

You can order direct from Capricorn One in the UK. They have a wide range of Triumph Auto items. Their
website is www.capricorn1.co.uk. All items for all Triumph cars displayed when you click on “Triumph”

Some Club Cars!
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People that make BC Triumph Registry Tick…..

Executive
President
Vice President
Secretary 1/2
Secretary 2/2
Treasurer
Past President
Membership

Charlie Dooley
Lee Cunningham
Lyle Dickson
Robert Strath
Keith Sparkes
Richard Walker
Ken Nicoll

bctriumph@gmail.com
l_cunnin@hotmail.com
bctriumph@gmail.com
bctriumph@gmail.com
kesparkes@shaw.ca
bctriumph@gmail.com
kdntr6@gmail.com

Position Vacant
Ken Nicoll
Jerry Goulet
Vladimir Kuzel
Jonathan Clegg
Bryan Wicks
Ellen Sparkes
Lee Cunningham
Jerry Goulet

kdntr6@gmail.com
jerry.tr3a@gmail.com
vkuzel@telus.net
jonathanc5885@gmail.com
bryankwicks@aol.com
kesparkes@shaw.ca
l_cunnin@hotmail.com
jerry.tr3a@gmail.com

Bryan Wicks
John Finlayson
Brian Thomlinson
Bob McDiarmid
Dave Rodger
Barry Puffer
Lee Cunningham

bwicksTR3@gmail.com
john_finlayson@telus.net
thomlinson2@shaw.ca
rjmcdiarmid@telus.net
rosrodger@gmail.com
bpuffer1@shaw.ca
l_cunnin@hotmail.com

Coordinators
Advertising
Club Archivist
Club Assets
Events
Publication Editors

Regalia
VTR Liaison
Webmaster

Technical Reps
TR2/3/3A/3B
TR4/4A
TR5/250
TR6
TR7/8
Spitfire and GT6
Triumph Other
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Upcoming Events—2020
If you have an event that you think would be of interest to BCTR members and would like to have included
in this list, please contact Vladi Kuzel- vkuzel@telus.net

Due to the uncertainty of the timing and
occurrence of future events, no calendar
has been included in this issue. Please
check the BCTR web site and email notifications regularly for events .

•
•

For more detailed information and future events, check out the BCTR website: http://
www.bctriumphregistry.com/
All dates are subject to change. The information has been gathered from outside sources and we take no
responsibility for errors or omissions.
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Looking Back
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